History of Candle Power
An Instructional Booklet
Wicks of Wisdom ™

INTRODUCTION TO WICKS OF WISDOM
Congratulations! You have before you a set of Wicks of Wisdom power candles.
Whether it is love, money, luck or health and wellness you wish to improve, all you have to do is follow
the instructions as described a little later in this booklet. Then be prepared to welcome good fortune
back into your life!
Hello, my name is Dr. Linda Salvin. I am a spiritual psychic, healer and medium. I am also a
metaphysician, educator, entertainer and former healthcare professional. After more than two decades
on radio, I still offer my candle sets to you via the internet and by phone. Many people throughout
America and the world have already experienced the miracles that await you by properly burning Wicks
of Wisdom. Now it’s your turn.
Remember, these candles are both unique and powerful. Unlike ordinary candles, these have been
designed specifically for the requirements of this kind of spiritual work. To obtain optimum results,
please read and follow the directions exactly, as well as the safety rules and precautions I mention.
Caution and common sense is of utmost importance. I want you to experience all of the extraordinary
power and success Wicks of Wisdom can bring to your life.
Because of their power, my one request is that you use your Wicks of Wisdom for positive good. These
candles can enhance your life in unimaginable ways, but an open heart and patience are both extremely
important.
They say, “Rome wasn’t built in a day.” So, too, spiritual change may take time. While some people
may begin to see results during the first week or so, others may require several days, weeks or even
months. I have seen some people burn their first set of candles to obtain certain results followed by a
second set that provided amazing results. The more you burn the greater your results can be. Each and
every candle is as unique as you are and, as it burns, takes on a life of its own. We cannot force or
control the will of the Universe. But we absolutely can help and encourage positive change and results.
Fully accomplishing your individual goal might necessitate burning a few or several sets. Once you’ve
achieved that success however, I know you will rarely be without your Wicks of Wisdom. As they are
extremely spiritual and can work for anyone – even the biggest skeptic – I am equally sure that you will
want to share them with friends and family, too. Never forget that your good fortune is made even more
secure when you share it with others. That’s an immutable law of the Universe!
Wicks of Wisdom do not require you to burn them on a particular day of the week or when the moon is
in a specific position. They are just waiting for you to bring their power to bear in your life. By
sprinkling the herbal blend into the candle, pouring in my specially formulated essential oils, adding the
powders and burning your personally written petition, you will become active in shifting the energies to
change and improve everything around you.

In the following pages you will find a brief history of candle power, my background, why I created these
wonderful Wicks of Wisdom, read a few documented testimonials and answers to frequently asked
questions (FAQs). Especially as you hear the words of my clients who have preceded you down this
path to success, I want you to think about sharing your results with me as well. Nothing gives me greater
pleasure than posting on our website the stories of remarkable, life-altering change
provided by Wicks of Wisdom.
HISTORY OF CANDLE POWER
While I introduced Wicks of Wisdom on radio in 1999, candle magic is as old as time. You, too, have
undoubtedly already used candle power – though you may not know it.
What happens on your birthday? Chances are you have a cake with candles that represent the years of
your life. Friends and loved ones encourage you to make a wish and blow out the candles. That tradition
is centuries old and it is but a hint of what lies ahead for you with proper use of Wicks of Wisdom.
Candles, in one form or another, pre-date the world’s religions. When man first discovered fire it was
seen as a miracle that would light his home, cook his food, frighten away enemies and dispel the
darkness. It still does. And because it was seen as a miracle, the ancients also used candles to honor their
deities, send prayers to the heavens and seek blessings for their lives.
For thousands of years, burning candles and using essential oils, herbs and powders has been a vital and
treasured part of spiritual and religious ceremonies around the globe. Candles and incense are used in
Catholic churches to assist in prayer. Candles celebrate and honor the eight days of Hanukkah in the
Jewish faith. Santeria, Wicca and Pagan rituals speak to their Saints, Gods and Goddesses and create
magic with them. In an even simpler sense, we all use candles to illuminate our dinner table bringing
light and welcoming guests to our homes.
Your Wicks of Wisdom are a very special type of Spiritual Candles from a formula handed down
through the ages. They are lovingly handcrafted with a unique type of wax that burns clean to help the
ritual. Each set has their assigned essential oils, herbs and powders to address a particular area of life’s
many issues. When used properly, these marvelous candles can release a power to help you overcome
even the most seemingly hopeless or difficult situations. By combining the other ingredients and
offering our petition to the universe, spiritual, physical and emotional change can occur in our lives. I
hope you’re ready, because now it’s your turn to experience the Wicks of Wisdom, to enhance your life.
HOW DR. LINDA SALVIN DISCOVERED
WICKS OF WISDOM
On February 17, 1981, I was in a commercial airplane crash. I was a businesswoman returning from
several meetings out of town. After that accident my life began to change in ways that I didn’t
understand and certainly never thought possible.
For the first time in my life, psychic and spiritual thoughts were crowding out my ability to function in a
business setting. It seemed that all of my prior academic, scientific and professional background had left
me unprepared for what was happening. I was entering a world I did not understand. And though
extremely fearful at first, eventually I was able to embrace and accept my new fate and direction.

Spiritually, psychically, becoming God-conscious, metaphysical, learning about and helping people in

new ways: all of my priorities had changed. So did my career path.
Eventually I was led to radio in 1994. I began as a nightly guest on a large FM rock station in Los
Angeles. My own show came next and for over 18 years I spoke to people on radio from coast to coast,
assisting them with their problems, teaching them spiritually and making predictions for their lives.
As a psychic and healer, it occurred to me that people wanted more than just answers for their future.
They needed real help in overcoming obstacles to love, career, health, family and finances. And they
wanted to directly participate in making their dreams come true.
I had tried other types of candle magic prior to learning this method. I met some talented and wonderful
teachers who showed me their techniques with candles, some of which produced nice results. However,
it was not what the level of success that I was seeking.
Then I met Michael. This incredible individual shared his family’s generational secrets with me.
Amazingly, I started seeing the most unbelievable changes. He also taught me the different effects that
various candles and oils can have when properly combined. Michael’s teaching and guidance pushed me
to begin thinking that my radio audience could benefit and that I would be able to help them in a new,
exciting way.
But the time was not yet right for me. Much work, trial and error lay ahead. I learned only too well that
candles have a spiritual way in which they speak to us. But when the correct moment comes, the power
is extraordinary. Little by little, I became my own spiritual alchemist. I began mixing the various oils,
powders, colors and words until I achieved the dramatic results and answers I petitioned to occur. The
Wicks of Wisdom you see before you are the culmination of those years of research, work and prayer.
On the night that I introduced the candles on my syndicated radio show I found myself describing
them“…like a prescription for your soul.”® The response was more enthusiastic than I ever imagined.
At the time, I had just three different sets. Within two weeks, the demand was overwhelming.
In less than a year, I developed 22 unique sets. Each is designed to help people with a specific need or
desire. But all are sent with my love and gratitude. Let them bring light into your life and the rich
abundance this candle power has to offer. You deserve it!

A FEW WORDS FROM
WICKS OF WISDOM USERS
It doesn’t matter your age, profession, social status, religion or sex. Wicks of Wisdom work if they’re
supposed to work for you. Your personal results will vary with each set of candles and your unique
situation. Even so, I want to share a couple of brief letters I received from people just like you who have
experienced the power of Wicks of Wisdom™.
Dear Linda,
As you probably remember, I’m an attorney. Previously I had purchased the Good Luck Power™
candle set and had begun to feel a positive shift in events. I needed to bring new energy to build upon
this and so I spoke with a wonderful woman in your office and asked her to please rush my order. I had

to travel in the near future and wanted to have the full time required (up to 7 days) to burn each candle
in the set.
I received my candles 3 days later and I dressed them and began to burn one from each of the 3 sets that
same evening. I had selected these particular sets to deal with difficulties in my finances and at my work.
Good thing I did!
Just the day before the candles arrived in the mail, I had gotten a letter from my condo association
demanding past due assessments in the amount of $7200 or they would foreclose on my unit! Talk about
timing. I was also besieged at work with an extremely difficult person who undermined and contradicted
my authority at every turn. In fact, this was when I began my telephone relationship with you seeking
help on how to survive this miserable negative environment that was my office. But instead of panicking,
I just tried very hard to concentrate on the lovely flickering flames and the wonderful aroma. Somehow I
knew that my candles were a positive change for good.
Six days later my supervisor announced that this contentious employee who had been making my life
miserable was being transferred “temporarily” to another division. (Ah, ha – the candles are working).
I knew with continued candle magic on my part, that “temporary” could be made permanent.
Next I had lunch with my father to discuss my dire financial situation. When he saw the demand letter for the
first time, he really began to understand how serious it was. And despite being notoriously cheap and
extremely secretive about his finances, he immediately set the wheels in motion to help. Once again, the

candles were working.
Finally, I called the lawyers for my Association and asked how many days grace period they could give
me over and above the five stated in the letter so that I could raise the money. I got another two weeks.
By that date (and less than 3 weeks after delivery of my Wicks of Wisdom power candles), my father
and I paid off the entire balance owing.
As of this writing, two mortgage companies have contacted me out of the blue to offer me refinancing.
Can you believe this? Hallelujah!
Long live Wicks of Wisdom!
Love to Linda Salvin!
Sincerely,
Jennifer M. Smith,
Attorney at Law
Chicago, Illinois
*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^*^
Dear Linda,
My husband became ill in his mid 70s with hydrocephalus (water on the brain). He had surgery and was
in intensive care. The prognosis was not good. I thought I was going to lose him.
My daughter knew about you and so we ordered the Health & Wellness Power candles. We kept them
burning for several months. I know that the Wicks of Wisdom played a big part in his recovery and

survival at that time. I believe your candles helped my husband live an additional two years. How can I
thank you for working miracles and all of your help?
Bernice Stern
Retired Interior Decorator
Los Alamitos, California

WICKS OF WISDOM SPIRITUAL CANDLES
PLEASE READ EVERYTHING
CAREFULLY!!!
DRESSING YOUR CANDLES - HOW TO PREPARE THEM:
USE CAUTION WHEN LIGHTING AND BURNING YOUR CANDLES!!!

CONTENTS:
1) Candles: 3 per set
2) Herbs: 1 pak per set
3) Bottles of Essential Oil: 4 per set (1/3 bottle or less per candle)
4) Powders – Gold and Silver and/or red per set depending on your candle formula.
Soul Mate Power - Love does not include powders.
5) Parchment Paper: 3 circles per set, one for each candle.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
1) A Pencil - DO NOT USE PEN
2) Lighter or Lighting Stick - DO NOT use a match
3) Stick or Incense Stick
4) Non-flammable utensil such as knife, tweezers, or spoon
5) Plate or saucer – must be non-flammable such as porcelain, ceramic, china; can use pot with water to place
candle in to keep cool as candles can crack or break.
6) Safe place; kitchen sink, counter top, in a bathtub. (NOT fiberglass), flat surface, fireplace
YOUR CANDLE IS TO BURN 24 HOURS A DAY. YOU WANT TO BE VERY SAFE. IF YOU HAVE TO LEAVE
OR DO NOT FEEL COMFORTABLE, OF COURSE, YOU CAN SNUFF OUT THE FLAME AND RE-LIGHT IT
WITH YOUR LIGHTER TO CONTINUE THE WORK. KEEP THE CANDLE ON A PLATE TO CAPTURE ANY
SPILLAGE OR IF THE GLASS CRACKS.

DRESS THE CANDLE:
YOU HAVE ENOUGH MATERIALS and INGREDIENTS for THREE (3) CANDLES.
1) Take 1 Candle and check your Wick. Make sure it’s straight and in the center BEFORE dressing the candle. If
it’s bent straighten it. If it is not centered then give it a tug towards the center
2) Sprinkle 1/3 herbs on the wax and around wick in the candle.
3) Pour 1/3 (or less) bottle of oil from each bottle (4) into the candle
4) With your spoon, take 1/3 of the powders and sprinkle on top of oils
NOTE: If you ordered Good Luck Power with other sets, it is suggested you burn the Good Luck Power first. This
will help to remove any obstacles and let the benefits of the other candle draw in money, love, health, or anything
else you are petitioning for after removing the blocks and obstacles. Please email me: info@lindasalvin.com with
any questions you may have.
***Never burn more than one candle from each set at a time! Burn ONE candle at a time per set!***

WRITING YOUR PETITION:
1) Turn paper so you have the 3 lines facing up.
2) Use your pencil to PRINT your or their (depending on who candle is for) FIRST & LAST NAME once on each of
the 3 lines
3) Turn paper CLOCK-WISE so you now see the FOUR LINES face up. WRITE and scribble all your hopes,
wishes, needs, demands, and desires you have regarding this situation. Keep writing until the circle turns black
with your statements. I use about 12 sentences over and over again.
Example:
MONEY & SUCCESS POWER: I need a new job, I have more money, I am getting the raise, my bank book is
filling up with money, sales are multiplying and business is thriving, money flows and the financial problems are
less, etc.
The key here is to be specific as to what you want/need for your finances, career, bank account, a new job
opportunity is mine, etc.…think it through then write it over and over and over on the parchment paper.
GOOD LUCK POWER: All blocks, obstacles and negativity are being removed from work, love life and personal
life; all problems around my boss are being removed. All negativity, curses and bad luck around my marriage and
relationship are gone, etc. The key with this set of candles is to focus on removing all blocks and obstacles in the
various areas of your life so you can improve the situation, especially using other Wicks of Wisdom™.
SOUL MATE POWER: 1) Existing Relationships: PINK wax/RED oil: He/She is calling me, needs me, is
committing to me; they are opening up to me, falling in love with me; is expressing their feelings, getting closer to
me; want to participate in the same activities as me, etc. OR 2) Attract new relationship: THERE ARE NO
POWDERS HERE: I am attracting a new man/woman for love, companionship, friendship, etc. They have blue
eyes, are 6 feet tall, emotionally available, likes to dance, cook and travel; put your desires down for your ideal
per-son and let the universe bring new people into your life! The key here is to write your needs and wishes about
the person you are seeking.
HEALTH & WELLNESS POWER: my immune system is stronger, the lumps are going away, the pain is
subsiding, the swelling is going down, my leg is healing from the surgery; the bad cells are shrink-ing. Before
surgery you might say, something like the surgery is successful, I heal quickly, I am healthy again. etc.

As with ANY of the Wicks of Wisdom you burn them for yourself or someone else. If you put someone else’s
name on the petition, say statements such as their money improves, their negatives are going away, he is more
open, she is happier, her health improves, their career expands, etc. REMEMBER who and what you are working
on.
4) BE SURE TO FILL THE PARCHMENT CIRCLE Keep writing over and over so your writing blackens the paper
and it is illegible. You will scribble your sentences over and over and over again, about 12 sentences. You will
know when you are complete with the writing.

LIGHT THE CANDLE & START THE RITUAL:
1) Light the wick with a lighter. Do NOT use a match. YES a match will work but we try to eliminate the sulfur.
2) Fold the parchment paper in half. Hold it carefully so you DO NOT burn yourself! Place the parchment paper
into the beautiful flame so it catches fire. It will burn quickly. To avoid hurting or burning yourself with the burning
parchment paper use tweezers or tongs to hold the paper while you light it in the flame if you want.
3) Drop the parchment into the candle solution. Use a NON-FLAMMABLE utensil such as spoon or knife to push
the carbon, or ashes, into the solution and away from the wick. You want the ashes to mix into the dressing but do
NOT want the herbs to catch FIRE.
4) If you start a “bonfire”, use the utensil to put out the fire so only the wick is burning or take a lid from a pot to
put the fire out and start over .
5.DO NOT BURN YOURSELF!
6. Keep candle away from all flammable material such as curtains, table clothes, paper towels, shower
curtains, bedding and other flammable items. These are lit candle please use common sense.
TRANSFER FLAME: ONE FLAME SHOULD BURN ALL THREE CANDLES!
1) When the candle is near the bottom of the vessel, take a stick or incense stick and capture the flame.
2) Transfer the flame to candle #2 and allow the other candle to burn out on its own. Be sure you have put the oils,
herbs and powders in the next candle before you transfer the flame.
3) Repeat for candle #3. Each candle can take 3-7 days to burn. Some can burn out in 3 days, others in 5 days.
4) Once the candle goes out, let it cool and throw the glass away. You are complete with that candle.
REPEAT DRESSING:
1) Repeat the process of oils, herbs, powders and parchment for each candle. The adding of oils, herbs and
powders is called DRESSING THE CANDLE.
2) You can dress them one at a time or all three at once. If you “dress” your candles in advance, please put tin foil
around the top and tighten with a rubber band to prevent spillage. Keep in safe place until you are ready to light it.
ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS: PLEASE READ!!
1) If the flame goes out...re-light the wick. If someone blows it out, re-light it.
2) No, re-lighting will not interfere with the ritual.

3) If you have a “blazing fire”, the oils, herbs and/or paper is on fire; pad it out with a non-flammable utensil so
only the wick is burning. Or, take a cover to a pot and put it over the candle to extinguish the flame. Do not use
water! Cover it with a lid to a pan from the kitchen. Just eliminate the oxygen. PLEASE USE COMMON SENSE!
4) Do not attempt to carry the candle. If you need to move the candle, snuff the flame and re-light it.
Do not burn yourself.
5) If the candle continues to go out, whether or not you are done with that candle, go on to the next one. It means
the candle work is complete for that specific candle. Throw away the candle, even if it still has wax in it. You are
done with that petition and candle.
6) Don’t worry with what the candle does; some may crack, the flame may go out, the flame may jump around, sit
still, get large, shrink, etc. It’s all part of the ‘work’, nothing to worry about however it’s fun and fascinating to
watch.
6) Results vary for everyone and with every ritual. Some events can happen almost immediately, some may take
months and sometimes nothing happens at all...This is all in accordance with the Will of the Universe for you.
7) Do not add any extra ingredients to the candle other then what was sent to you. We have provided you with
the correct formula for your order.

BE PATIENT AND TRUST. GOOD LUCK.
I Wish You Wonderful Results with your Wicks of Wisdom.
Blessings and Butterflies,
DR. LINDA SALVIN
www.lindasalvin.com

PLEASE EMAIL THE OFFICE IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS TO info@lindasalvin.com
or
LEAVE A VOICE MESSAGE AT 888 509 1077. YOU WILL RECEIVE A CALL BACK IF YOU
ARE IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES, PLEASE
EMAIL.

****W A R N I N G!!!*****
PLEASE MAKE SURE CANDLES ARE PLACED ON A FLAT,LEVEL SURFACE AND ARE KEPT AWAY FROM
CURTAINS, SHADES AND OTHER AREAS WHERE COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS ARE LOCATED! PLACE
CANDLES NEAR THE SINK, IN THE FIREPLACE OR THE BATHTUB, AS LONG AS IT IS NOT FIBERGLASS,

FOR SAFETY REASONS. IF THE OIL CATCHES ON FIRE, OR THE FLAME CREATES HEAVY SMOKE,
SNUFF OUT THE FLAME OR PUT A LID OVER THE BOWL BEFORE MOVING THE CANDLE. DO NOT
DELIBERATELY TASTE, INHALE, INGEST OR ABSORB OILS, POWDERS OR HERBS.

ALTHOUGH WICKS OF WISDOM ARE NON-TOXIC, KAYLA PRODUCTIONS, INC. IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY
MISUSE OF PRODUCTS OR INGREDIENTS. WICKS OF WISDOM I S AN ALLEGED PRODUCT, USING
SPIRITUAL PRINCIPALS.
RESULTS MAY VARY PER PERSON.

Thank you for purchasing the
Wicks of Wisdom which work “…like a prescription for your soul”
This is the property of Kayla Productions, Inc. and Linda Salvin, M.P.H., Ph.D.
2015

